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Dictionaries are necessary tools for learners to learn a language. Chinese adverbs 
belong to a half-open word class, with relatively empty meaning and flexible usage, 
which make difficulties for non-native speakers. Therefore, the study on annotations 
of Chinese adverbs is always an important part of lexicographical study. This paper 
selected three representative Chinese dictionaries The Contemporary Chinese 
Dictionary (the Six Edition), The Commercial Press Learner’s Dictionary of 
Contemporary Chinese (2006) and A Dictionary of Chinese Usage (2007) as objects 
of study, formulated an adverb annotation tag set which included 54 tagged items 
based on functional principle, tagged the annotation language of 1925 adverbs in 
listed three dictionaries, and completed a database of adverb annotative items. Based 
on the above, a systematic investigation and comparative analysis was conducted on 
adverb annotations of the different typed dictionaries. To examine the pertinence of 
the annotative items, this study also included and analyzed 4859 adverb errors from 
HSK compositions corpus. 
From two dimensions of macro studies and micro studies, this paper compared 
and analyzed entry inclusion of adverbs in dictionaries, the distribution of annotative 
items, the design of annotative items and annotative level of the two typed 
dictionaries, as well as studying the interlanguage errors and correspondence among 
annotative items. After identifying the similarities and differences, this paper 
concluded the peculiarity and deficiency on adverb annotations of domestic-oriented 
and foreign-oriented Chinese dictionaries, and proposed some relevant suggestions. 
The research characteristics of this paper include: 
Firstly, this paper presented a systematic and comprehensive exploration on the 
distribution of adverb annotation items based on a fine-finishing corpus of all 
adverbial annotation language in the three dictionaries. 
Secondly, the study based on the quantized data supplied by corpus technology, 















enhancing the reliability of the study. 
Thirdly, the study referred to HSK dynamic composition corpus, which broadened 
the single-perspective research on adverb annotation of foreign-oriented Chinese 
dictionaries to an interactive and correlated level; it is also a practice of data-driven 
research method. 
The conclusions drawn from this paper include: 
Firstly, from the point of entry inclusion, the comprehensive dictionary The 
Contemporary Chinese Dictionary employed reality and normativity as its main entry 
inclusion principles, seldom considering the popularity of words, and had a broad 
range as well as big quantity of words; while the foreign-oriented Chinese dictionaries 
The Commercial Press Learner’s Dictionary of Contemporary Chinese and A 
Dictionary of Chinese Usageemphasized popularity as their main entry inclusion 
principle, and cultivated strong user consciousness. However, all the three dictionaries 
have some defects on entry inclusion. 
Secondly, from the comparative perspective on annotative items of three 
dictionaries, the annotative focus of comprehensive dictionary was on regular module 
and meaning module, which revealed the interpretation-centered annotation principle; 
while the annotations in foreign-oriented dictionaries paid attention to not only the 
regular module and meaning module but also the usage module,which was reflected 
from the design of annotative items and the annotative level of different items, and 
highlighted the double-centered (interpretation-centered and usage-centered) 
annotation principle of learner’s dictionaries. 
Thirdly, all the three dictionaries applied the annotative method of interpreting a 
word by its synonyms, which is insufficient for learners to learn languages. The 
existing annotative problems of the The Commercial Press Learner’s Dictionary of 
Contemporary Chinese and A Dictionary of Chinese Usageincludedcirculation 
interpretation, insufficient accuracy, and so on. 















annotative items such as confusing words items and differentiated items is not high; 
and some annotative items with relatively low annotative ratio, as some aspects of 
retroflex suffixation, word-formation, color of words, cross-reference entries, 
common formats, are not well distributed in every entry. Aiming at the existing 
problems of lacking available annotation resources and clear agreement on annotative 
principles, a fine-finishing corpus of adverbs should be created to improve the current 
adverb annotation condition.  
Fifthly, grammar is the core of language usage, but the data of this study showed 
that the annotative rate of two learner’s dictionaries on grammar annotative items 
differentiated distinctly: the annotation of The Commercial Press Learner’s 
Dictionary of Contemporary Chinese seldom or never include grammatical function 
related information, while A Dictionary of Chinese Usage has a high rate of including 
grammatical function related information in annotations. A trend that over-specialized 
annotative language appeared in dictionaries was found when observing the current 
grammatical items, which remind us of the questions that whether it is reasonable to 
include grammatical information to dictionaries and how to include them. 
Sixthly, in terms of annotations of the mutual trans-class adverbs in the two 
foreign-oriented Chinese learner’s dictionaries, both The Commercial Press Learne r’s 
Dictionary of Contemporary Chinese and A Dictionary of Chinese Usagehave learned 
the part-of-speech tagging from The Contemporary Chinese Dictionary; however, the 
two dictionaries has vague, not consistent, even casual standards on whether to accept 
the part-of-speech tagging of trans-class adverbs, as well as some interpretation 
omissions and mistakes. Based on this, the popularity of certain part-of-speech should 
be taken into consideration when annotating trans-class adverbs. 
Seventhly, most Chinese adverbs were transferred from nouns, adjectives and 
verbs, very few of them could be used as pronouns, numerals, prepositions, auxiliary 
words, and many common single-character adverbs could also be used as   
morphemes, which provided basis for regardingadverbs as a difficult point for foreign 















Eighthly, the adverbannotations of items as differentiation and analysis, confused 
words, concurrences, collocations and common formats are weak links in 
foreign-oriented Chinese learner’s dictionaries, and these annotations should be 
enhanced from the perspective of error analysis with the assistance of dynamic 
interlanguage corpus. 
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